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Article abstract
Actor's Secrecy and the Normative Imaginery Space
Structural approaches dissolve gift exchange by discarding both its meaning
and its actors. Actors perform in a normative space in which gift exchange
occupies the positive pole. While pure — unilateral—giving serves as a
reference to reciprocal gift exchange, this latter form contraste with negotiated
exchange. The four principal objects of exchange—property, fee-lings,
influence and significations — correspond to four major normative axes —
gratuitousness versus interest, love versus hatred, liberty versus dependance,
truth versus falsehood. Reciprocal gift exchange necessarily implies
meaningful silences. This aspect of secrecy opens the way to others,
implicitness, ambiguity, uncertainty, as well as to hidden negative intentions.
The ideal positiveness of gift exchange may therefore shelter a secret
negativeness—playing with norms. This virtual normative reversibility is the
ransom of the conventionality of norms, as well of our liberty regarding
biological determinisms.
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